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    Agreement & Release 

    The undersigned hereby acknowledges and 
agrees as follows: 

 
1.  That he/she has purchased from Dave Edwards Marketing Group, one 
complete set of plans and specifications for a Affordaplane  aircraft. 
2.  That the purchase of such plans includes the exclusive right to assemble 
one (1) Affordaplane  aircraft. 
 
3.  That all rights, title and interest to the plans and specifications of the 
Affordaplane are vested in Dave Edwards Marketing group, and that the 
purchase of such plans entitles the undersigned to the sole use of such plans 
for the assembly of one such aircraft. 
 
4.  The undersigned agrees not to duplicate or in anyway reproduce the plans 
or specifications for use by others. 
 
5.  The undersigned further agrees that the purchaser of said plans does not 
include the right to duplicate or manufacture any component parts of the 
Affordaplane for use by anyone other than himself/herself. 
 
6.  The undersigned further agrees in the event of sale or of transfers of the 
plans and specifications to notify Dave Edwards Marketing Group. 
 
7.  The undersigned further acknowledges and understands that the  purchase 
of said plans, specifications and/or components parts carries 
with it no warranties either express or implied as to merchantability or 
fitness for a particular use, said warranties being specifically disclaimed by 
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Dave Edwards Marketing Group. 
 
8.  The undersigned further acknowledges and understands that the 
responsibility for assemblyand use of any aircraft assembled by the    
undersigned or his agents or employees is solely that of the undersigned. 
 
9.  The undersigned hereby agrees to hold Dave Edwards Marketing Group 
harmless from, and assumes full responsibility for any and all injuries and 
damages, including death, as to all persons and as to all property, caused by, 
resulting from, or arising out of or occurring as a result of the use by the 
undersigned or other persons of the plans, specifications or components 
purchased by the undersigned from Dave Edwards Marketing Group. 
 
10.  The undersigned further agrees to hold Dave Edwards marketing Group 
harmless from any and all claims for injuries and damages made by any 
person as a result of the use of any aircraft assembled by the undersigned 
from plans, specifications or components purchased from Dave Edwards 
Marketing Group. 
 
11.  The undersigned hereby acknowledges that he/she has read and 
understands fully the above agreement, specifically acknowledging the 
disclaimer of all warranties and the release of liability as set forth, 
 
Name:______________________________ 
Address:____________________________ 
Telephone number:____________________    
Signed:_____________________________    
Date:________________ 
 
Please fill out this form and mail to Dave Edwards Marketing Group to 
receive the serial number for your aircraft.  
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Introduction 

Welcome! This manual contains a description of how to build an 
Affordaplane ultralight aircraft. It is to be used in conjunction with the plans 
provided.  
          The Affordaplane concept was first born around December, 1998. The 
prototype was constructed over a 9 month period, and first flown on Dec 23, 
1999.  
          The Affordaplane has unique construction in that the structural 
fuselage members are made of square aluminum tubing. The wings, elevator 
and rudder are made using ‘conventional’ ultralight construction.  
             The Affordaplane is a simple to build, fun flying aircraft. I hope you 
have a great time building and flying the Affordaplane! 
 
 

         AIRCAFT HARDWARE 
        What You Need To Know 

      By Ron Alexander 
 
     The quality of our workmanship in building an airplane is very important. 
We all take the needed time and spend the necessary money to ensure we 
have a high quality airplane. 
     We want it to not only look attractive, but also to be safe. But what about 
the materials that hold the airplane together the aircraft hardware? Do we try 
to cut expenses by using questionable bolts or used nuts? Is it really 
necessary to spend money on high quality aircraft hardware? Absolutely! 
The hardware used to assemble your airplane should be nothing but the best. 
Why take the time to build a perfect wing only to attach it to the fuselage 
with used hardware. It makes no sense. To quote the Airframe and 
Powerplant Mechanics General Handbook . . . "The importance of aircraft 
hardware is often overlooked because of its small size; however, the safe and 
efficient operation of any aircraft is greatly dependent upon the correct 
selection and use of aircraft hardware." Very well stated. The same book also 
provides us with a very good definition of aircraft hardware. "Aircraft 
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hardware is the term used to describe the various types of fasteners and 
miscellaneous small items used in the manufacture and repair of aircraft." 
     The subject of aircraft hardware can certainly be confusing. Thousands 
upon thousands of small items are used on a typical airplane. What does the 
custom aircraft builder really need to know about hardware? Where do you 
find the information? What reference is really the end authority on proper 
installation? What do all of those AN numbers mean and do I have to know 
them? What types of hardware should I really learn more about in order to 
build my own airplane? 
     These questions will be answered in this series of articles on aircraft 
hardware. I hope to eliminate some confusion over what type of hardware to 
use and how to properly install it. 
     To begin our discussion, it is absolutely imperative that you use nothing 
but aircraft grade hardware. Commercial grade hardware found in hardware 
or automotive stores is legal to use on an experimental airplane but should 
not be considered for even a moment. 
     Why? Let's look at bolts as an example. Common steel bolts purchased 
from a hardware store are made of low carbon steel that has a low tensile 
strength usually in the neighborhood of 50,000 to 60,000 psi. They also bend 
easily and have little corrosion protection. In contrast, aircraft bolts are made 
from corrosion resistant steel and are heat treated to a strength in excess of 
125,000 psi. The same comparison applies to most hardware items. So, use 
only aircraft quality hardware on your airplane. Save the other hardware 
for your tractor. 
 
     If aircraft hardware is special, then there must be a standard against 
which it should be  measured and manufactured. That standard was actually 
developed prior to World War 2, but became more definitive during that war. 
Each branch of the military originally had its own standard for hardware. As 
time went on these standards were consolidated and thus the term AN which 
means Air Force-Navy (some prefer the older term Army-Navy). Later the 
standards were termed MS which means Military Standard and NAS which 
means  National Aerospace Standards. Thus, the common terms AN, MS and 
NAS. Together they present a universally accepted method of identification 
and standards for aircraft hardware. 
     All fasteners are identified with a specification number and a series of 
letters and dashes  identifying their size, type of material, etc. This system 
presents a relatively simple method of identifying and cataloging the 
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thousands and thousands of pieces of hardware. 
     Several pieces of hardware will have both an AN number and an MS 
number that are used interchangeably to identify the exact same piece. A 
cross reference exists that compares these two numbers. So in the end, you 
are able to read your plans or assembly manual and identify, by number and 
letter, each piece of hardware on your airplane. You can then obtain that 
piece and properly install it in the right place. Imagine trying to do that 
without a system of numbers. The specifications for each piece of hardware 
also define the strength, tolerance, dimensions, and finish that is applied. If 
you would like further information on this numbering system, you can 
contact the National Standards Association in Washington, DC. 
 

 
                                                       FIGURE 1 
 
     Out of all the thousands of hardware pieces manufactured, which ones are 
important to the custom aircraft builder? The following types and categories 
of hardware will be discussed: 
 
          Bolts  
          Nuts  
          Washers  
          Screws  
          Cotter pins and safety wire  
          Rivets  
          Turnlock fasteners  
            Miscellaneous items such as 0-rings, crush 
          washers, etc.  
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          Control cable hardware  
          Fluid lines and fittings  
          Electrical wiring and connectors  
 
     Where do you find information concerning aircraft hardware? Your 
aircraft plans or assembly manual should provide you with a general 
overview of hardware used on your project. Use the hardware the aircraft 
designer or kit manufacturer recommends. Do not  substitute with your own 
ideas. This can be dangerous. The manufacturer has tested the design and its 
safety is dependent upon the proper pieces of hardware. FAA Advisory    
Circular 43-13-IA is an excellent reference source. The Airframe Mechanics 
General  Handbook also has a very good section on the selection and use of 
hardware. These two  books are considered the primary authority on the 
proper use of hardware. In addition, I  would recommend two other small 
reference books: the Standard Aircraft Handbook and the Aviation Mechanic 
Handbook. Both of these provide a good reference source. The  Aircraft 
Spruce & Specialty catalog also contains good reference material on 
hardware. If  you have any doubts about the quality of the aircraft hardware 
you are purchasing, request a copy of the manufacturer's specifications. 
These specifications along with a specific manufacturer's lot number should 
be available. 
 
     BOLTS 
 
     Bolts are used in aircraft construction in areas where high strength is 
needed. Where this strength is not necessary screws are substituted. Aircraft 
quality bolts are made from alloy steel, stainless or corrosion resistant steel, 
aluminum alloys and titanium. Within our industry the first two are the most 
common. Aircraft bolts will always have a marking on their head. If you see 
no markings at all on the head of a bolt, do not use it. It is probably a 
commercial grade bolt. The markings on bolts vary according to the 
manufacturer. You should see an "X" or an asterisk along with a name, etc. If 
you purchase a corrosion resistant (stainless steel) bolt, the head of that bolt 
should have one raised dash. An aluminum bolt will have two raised dashes 
on its head. Aluminum bolts have limited use. They should not be used in 
tension applications or where they will be continuously removed for 
maintenance or inspection. A chart of typical bolt heads is presented in 
Figure 1. NAS bolts have a higher tensile strength (usually about 160,000 
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psi) and can be identified by a cupped out head. Close tolerance bolts are 
machined more accurately than general purpose bolts and they are used in 
applications requiring a very tight fit. Close tolerance bolts can be either AN 
or NAS and typically have a head marking consisting of a raised or recessed 
triangle. 
     The standard bolts used in aircraft construction are AN3 through AN20. 
Each bolt typically has a hexagon shaped head and a shank that fits into the 
hole. The shank is threaded on the end and the unthreaded portion of the bolt 
is termed the grip. The diameter of a bolt is the width of the grip. The shank 
of a bolt will be either drilled to accept a cotter pin or undrilled. Another 
option is to purchase a bolt that has the head drilled for the purpose of 
accepting safety wire. Clevis bolts are manufactured with a slotted head and 
are used for control cable applications. The size, material, etc. of a bolt is 
identified by an AN number. 
     A breakdown of a typical bolt AN number follows: 
 
          AN4-8A 
 
AN means the bolt is manufactured according to Air Force-Navy specs.  
4 identifies the diameter of the bolt shank in 1/16" increments. 
8 identifies the length of the shank in 1/8" increments.  
A means the shank of the bolt is undrilled (no letter here means a drilled 
shank).  
 
     So, this particular bolt is a 1/4 inch diameter AN bolt that is 1/2 inch long 
measured from  just under the head to the tip of the shank. The bolt also has 
an undrilled shank which means it cannot accept a cotter pin. Also, bolt 
length may vary by +1/32" to -1/64". If the letter "C" follows the AN 
designation (ANC) that identifies a stainless steel bolt. The letter "H" after 
AN (ANH) identifies a drilled head bolt. 
 
     In constructing you airplane, you will not encounter many bolts larger 
than an AN8 (1/2 inch diameter). To add a bit more confusion, if the dash 
number defining the length of the bolt has two digits, the first digit is the 
length in whole inches and the second number the length in additional 1/8" 
increments. In other words, an AN514 bolt would be I- 1/2 inches long. 
 
     Now that you are totally confused let me recommend a hand tool to 
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simplify bolt selection and sizing. An AN bolt gauge is available that will 
assist you in identifying a bolt. 
     If you need to determine the proper size of a bolt, the length must be 
sufficient to ensure  no more than one thread will be inside the bolt hole. 
This is the grip length of the bolt and it is measured from the underneath 
portion of the head to the beginning of the threads (see Figure 3). The grip 
length should be equal to the material thickness that is being held by the bolt 
or slightly longer. A washer may be used if the bolt is slightly longer. A 
piece of welding rod or safety wire can be used to measure the length of the 
hole. In his book titled Sportplane Construction Techniques, Tony Bingelis 
shows a simple tool that can be made for this purpose. 

 

 
 
                                                    FIGURE 3 
 
     It is important that you do not "over tighten" or "under tighten" a bolt or 
the nut attached to a bolt. Under torque or under tightening results in 
excessive wear of the hardware as well as the parts being held. Over 
tightening may cause too much stress on the bolt or nut. The  best way to 
avoid this is to use a torque wrench. AC43-13 presents a table of torque 
values for nuts and bolts. It shows fine thread and coarse thread series with a 
minimum and maximum torque limit in inch pounds. I recommend using a 
torque wrench whenever possible, at least until you get an idea as to the 
amount of force required. Of course, critical installations should definitely 
be torqued to proper values. A torque wrench is not  that expensive and will 
be a worthwhile investment for a custom builder. 
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     Basics of Bolt Installation 
 
     Certain accepted practices prevail concerning the installation of 
hardware. A few of these regarding bolt installation follow:  
 
1.In determining proper bolt length - no more than one thread should be   
hidden inside the bolt hole.  
2.Whenever possible, bolts should be installed pointing aft and to the center 
of an airplane.  
3.Use a torque wrench whenever possible and determine torque values based 
on the size of bolt.  
4.Be sure bolt and nut threads are clean and dry.  
5.Use smooth, even pulls when tightening.  
6.Tighten the nut first - whenever possible.  
7.A typical installation includes a bolt, one washer and a nut.  
8.If the bolt is too long, a maximum of three washers may be used.  
9.If more than three threads are protruding from the nut, the bolt may be too 
long and could be bottoming out on the shank.  
10.Use undrilled bolts with fiber lock nuts. If you use a drilled bolt and fiber 
nut combination, be sure no burrs exist on the drilled hole that will cut the 
fiber.  
11.If the bolt does not fit snugly consider the use of a close tolerance bolt.  
12.Don't make a practice of cutting off a bolt that is too long to fit a hole. 
That can often weaken the bolt and allow corrosion in the area that is cut.  
 
      
 
AIRCRAFT NUTS 
 
     Aircraft nuts usually have no identification on them but they are made 
from the same material as bolts. Due to the vibration of aircraft, nuts must 
have some form of a locking device to keep them in place. The most 
common ways of locking are cotter pins used in castle nuts, fiber inserts, 
lockwashers, and safety wire. The aircraft nuts you will most likely 
encounter are castle nuts, self-locking nuts, and plain nuts. Wing nuts and 
anchor nuts are also used. 
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     Castle Nuts 
 
     AN310 and AN320 castle nuts are the most commonly used (see Figure 
4). Castle nuts are fabricated from steel and are cadmium plated. Corrosion 
resistant castle nuts are also manufactured (AN310C and AC320C - 
remember, when you encounter a "C" it will designate stainless). Castle nuts 
are used with drilled shank bolts, clevis bolts and eye bolts. The slots in the 
nut accommodate a cotter pin for safetying purposes. The thinner AN320
castellated shear nut has half the tensile strength of the AN310 and is used 
with clevis bolts which are subject to shear stress only. The dash number 
following the AN310 or AN320 indicates the size bolt that the nut fits. In 
other words, an AN310-4 would fit a 1/4 inch bolt. 
 

 
                                                 FIGURE 4 
 
     Self-Locking Nuts 
 
     Self-locking nuts, as the name implies, do not need a locking device. The 
most common  method of locking is derived from a fiber insert. This insert 
has a smaller diameter than the nut itself so that when a bolt enters the nut it 
taps into the fiber insert producing a locking action. This fiber insert is 
temperature limited to 50-deg. F. The designation of these nuts is AN365 
and AN364. This brings us to an example of a cross-reference MS number. 
An  AN365 is also termed MS20365 with the AN364 being MS20364. Both 
of these nuts are  available in stainless. The AN364 is a shear nut not to be 
used in tension. 
     An all metal locking nut is used forward of the firewall and in other high 
temperature areas. 
     In place of a fiber insert, the threads of a metal locking nut narrow 
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slightly at one end to provide more friction. An AN363 is an example of this 
type of nut. It is capable of withstanding temperatures to 550-deg. F. 
     The dash number following self-locking nut defines the thread size. Self-
locking nuts are very popular and easy to use. They should be used on 
undrilled bolts. They may be used on drilled bolts if you check the hole for 
burrs that would damage the fiber. One disadvantage, self-locking nuts 
should not be used on a bolt that is connecting a moving part. Am example 
might be a clevis bolt used in a control cable application. 
 
     
 Plain Aircraft Nuts 
 

Plain nuts require a locking device such as a check nut or lockwasher. 
They are not widely used in most aircraft. AN315 is the designation used for 
a plain hex nut. These nuts are also manufactured with a right hand thread 
and a left hand thread. The check nut used to hold a plain nut in place is an 
AN316. If a lockwasher is used a plain washer must be under the lockwasher 
to prevent damage to the surface. 
 
     Other Aircraft Nuts 
 
     There are a number of other aircraft nuts available. Wing nuts (AN350) 
are commonly used on battery connections or hose clamps where proper 
tightness can be obtained by hand. 
     Anchor nuts are widely used in areas where it is difficult to access a nut. 
Tinnerman nuts, instrument mounting nuts, pal nuts, cap nuts, etc. are all 
examples of other types that are used. 
 
     Basics of Aircraft Nut Installation  
 
1.When using a castle nut, the cotter pin hole may not line up with the slots 
on the nut. The Mechanics General Handbook states "except in cases of 
highly stressed engine parts, the nut may be over tightened to permit lining 
up the next slot with the cotter pin hole." Common sense should prevail. Do 
not over tighten to an extreme, instead, remove the nut and use a different 
washer and then try to line the holes again.  
2.A fiber nut may be reused if you are unable to tighten by hand.  
3.At least one thread should be projecting past the fiber on a fiber nut 
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installation.  
4.No self-locking nuts on moving part installations.  
5.Do not use AN364 or AN365 fiber nuts in areas of high temperature - 
above 250' F.  
6.Shear nuts are to be used only in shear loads (not tension).  
7.Plain nuts require a locking device such as a lockwasher or a check nut.  
8.When using a lockwasher, place a plain washer between the surface of the 
airplane part and the lockwasher.  
9.Shear nuts and standard nuts have different torque values.  
10.Use wing nuts only where hand tightness is adequate.  
 
     WASHERS 
 
     Finally, a hardware item that is simple. You are likely to encounter only a 
couple of  different types of washers AN960 and AN970. The main purposes 
of a washer in aircraft  installation are to provide a shim when needed, act as 
a smooth load bearing surface, and to adjust the position of castle nuts in 
relation to the drilled hole in a bolt. Also, remember that plain washers are 
used under a lockwasher to prevent damage to a surface. 
 
     AN960 washers are the most common. They are manufactured in a 
regular thickness and a thinner thickness (one half the thickness of regular). 
The dash number following the AN960 indicates the size bolt for which they 
are used. The system is different from others we have encountered. As an 
example, an AN960-616 is used with a 3/8" bolt. Yet another  numbering 
system. If you see "L" after the dash number, that means it is a thin or "light"  
washer. An AN960C would be - yes, a stainless washer. I can tell you are 
getting more familiar with the system so I will throw another wrench into the 
equation - an AN970 washer has a totally different dash number system. I 
am not even going to tell you what it  is. I will tell you that an AN970 is a 
larger area flat washer used mainly for wood applications. The wider surface 
area protects the wood. 
     There are other types of washers. I mentioned lockwashers that are made 
several different  ways. They are often split ring, they are sometimes internal 
tooth and even external tooth  (see Figure 5). You will also find nylon 
washers and finishing washers that usually have a countersunk head. So, as 
you can see, washers are not quite as confusing as other  hardware even 
though we can make it difficult if we wish. 
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                             FIGURE 5 
 
      
COTTER PINS AND SAFETY WIRE 
 
     The cotter pins mostly used on custom aircraft are AN380 and AN381. 
Cadmium plated cotter pins are AN380 and stainless are AN381. Cotter pins 
are used for safetying bolts, screws, nuts and other pins. You will normally 
use them with castle nuts. The MS number you may see is MS24665. The 
dash numbers indicate diameter and length of the pin. As an example, 
AN380-2-2 would be a cadmium plated pin 1/16" in diameter and 1/2" long. 
All supply companies will have charts showing the various sizes versus the 
reference number. 
     Safety wire is also widely used. The most used sizes in diameter are .020, 
.032 and .041 or small variations thereof. The material is usually stainless 
steel or brass. The easiest method of installation is acquired by using safety 
wire pliers (see Figure 6). The pliers are used to twist the wire. The wire is 
installed so that if the nut or bolt begins to loosen it will increase the tension 
on the wire. Be sure you do not overtwist the wire - doing so will weaken the 
safety wire. Leave about 36 twists and then cut off the excess wire and bend 
its end so you do not snag it with your hand at a later time. 
 

 
 
                                                 FIGURE 6 
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     I want to emphasize the major point of this article. USE ONLY 
AIRCRAFT QUALITY HARDWARE. 
 

Do not assume the engineer role by using hardware types or sizes that are 
contrary to your plans or assembly manual. In future articles I will discuss 
the other hardware items including control cable installation, screws, rivets, 
turnlock fasteners, etc. 
 
 

     By Ron Alexander, © 1998 
 

Fuselage 
 

          The fuselage  is a very simple affair. The first thing we need to think 
about however is a work space. The minimum space you can build in is 19 
feet by 9 feet. This will be a tight  space, if that is all you have, BUT you can 
build the entire airplane in this space. I built mine in a 19 foot by 9 foot 
screened in porch! 
          We have to build a work table. Mine was built from 2  3/4" 4' X 8' 
plywood sheets,  placed end to end. You can also use 1/2” thick plywood. 
This gives us a table that measures 16 feet by 4 feet.  
          This table will also be used to build the wings, elevator, and rudder. 
Make it strong, and be absolutely sure that it is level, and totally flat. Use 
shims where necessary. You will need to paint the surface of the table white.  
One trick that I used to keep the table from moving is to cement the legs to 
the concrete floor with Bondo putty. These can be knocked free with a 
hammer when you are done. 
          We will draw the fuselage full size on the table using a Sharpie Magic  
Marker Pen (medium point), and a straight edge. MAKE SURE you check 
and recheck these lines, and insure that they are absolutely perfectly straight, 
and where they should be.  
          Now, as per the plans, we are going to lay out the 2" X 2" X 1/8th inch 
wall 6061 T-6 square aluminum  tubes. We need to cut the angles on the 
ends of the tubes as per the plans. What I did was start with one tube, and 
using my lines on the table, draw the line onto the tube. Then I laid the next 
tube over that one, propped up with a 2" block, and matching the line drawn 
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on the table (use a carpenters square), and transfer that line onto the top tube. 
Mark it on all four sides.  
             The tool I used to cut the tubing was a hacksaw. Not fun but it works. 
Another tool I highly  recommend is a metal cutting bandsaw. This tool can 
make the job extremely easy. You can also cut your flat plate fittings with 
this. 
          To clean up the joints, and make them as tight as you possibly can, I 
used a Dremel Disk/Belt Sander. For this airplane, this tool is gold! I used 
this on every single piece of my airplane. I bought it for $20 at a garage sale. 
You can also use a table top belt sander. Use this tool to clean up the joints 
after hacksawing.  
 
          The fittings need to be as perfect a fit as you can make them. You 
want a nice, tight joint. At this stage you will have something like this on 
your table: 

 
 
            Once you get to the stage where everything fits on your table, and 
you have checked and rechecked the measurements, you can start on your 
flat plate fittings. There are 20 flat plate fittings for the fuselage. These are 
all drawn full size on the plans. Instead of cutting up your plans, which 
provide the full scale fitting drawings, (you aren't going to cut up your plans 
are you?!) take some tracing paper, trace the outlines, clean them up with 
your ruler, and cut those out. As there is practically no way that everyones 
fuselages will match up exactly with the plans gussets, you can ‘true up” 
your tracings with your fuselage. There are two very important things to 
remember:  
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1) Make sure the outside dimensions are the same. Meaning, the length the 
gussets cover over the square tubing is exactly the same as on the plans.  
2) Make absolutely sure that there is enough material between the bolt holes 
and the edge of the gusset.  As per the plans, transfer the bolt hole patterns to 
the paper. It would be smart at this time to transfer the tracing paper to a 
more rigid  card stock paper. Then you will lay them on your tubes which 
looks like this: 

 
             
Yes I know, I cheated. The tubes aren't all cut on this picture, but you get the 
idea. If you do not do this, (using the paper cutouts first) you may not see 
that you have something cut wrong, until after you have spent the time (and 
wasted material) that it does not fit. Also, we are not going to raise the 
fuselage tubes until we check all the fittings for proper angles and have them 
cut out.   
          Now add the 12” wood inserts that go into the motor mount, and the 
wing attach points. I used a skilsaw and block plane, until I got a nice, tight 
fit inside the tubes. Varnish or epoxy the wood to prevent moisture from 
getting inside before inserting the wood into the tubes.  
            Once you have all your paper fittings cut out, tape the paper to the 2’ 
X 4’ X .125 6061 T-6 flat plate stock. Arrange the fittings so you get the 
least waste from the sheet. Make sure that you allow enough room for 
cutting.  
          Once the fittings are rough cut, trim them up with your sander. Then 
to finish, sand with finer and finer grit sandpaper until all edges are smooth, 
and there are no scratches or nicks on the material. Any nick or scratch is 
called a ‘stress riser’ and must not be allowed on your aircraft.  
          At this point you may choose to paint the fittings with Zinc Chromate. 
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As 6061-T6 aluminum comes anodized already, this step is not really 
necessary, and will add weight.  

           Now we are going to transfer the bolt hole patterns from the paper  
fittings to the ones you made from aluminum. Tape the paper fittings to the 

corresponding metal fitting, and using a center punch, punch the bolt pattern 
onto the metal fittings through the paper onto your work piece. (a center 

punch is just a sharp steel pointed bit that puts a small dent in your material. 
This will insure your drill does not wander, and your holes will drill true). 

Remember, you only need to punch one side of one set of fittings.   
 

 Match Hole Drilling 
            Match hole drilling is a process whereby you drill all pieces at once. 
Your 'sandwich' will be two fittings, one on either side, and the square tube 
in the middle. We will clamp these together and use a table top drill press to 
drill the holes. You need a drill press that can cut through 2.5 inches of 
material.  The one I used was called a ‘drill press stand’ and attached to a 
hand held drill. Here is a picture of one: 
 

 
 

            At this stage you want to raise the entire assembly off of your work 
table, so you can clamp the pieces together, and so your drill does not go 
through the table. I used 2”X4” pine blocks trued up with a wood plane. 
Whatever material you use, make sure that the tubes are perfectly level. If 
you are using a drill press, make sure that the base of the press has enough 
room to get underneath the tubes easily.   
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Once I had made sure that the spacer blocks were clear of the fittings, I hot 
glued them to the table. You can use any form of adhesive you wish on the 
blocks. Here is what it should look like at this point: 
 

 

          Now we are going to assemble the fuselage. You will need a minimum 
of five C clamps for this. Wood ones are fine, as are the pipe kind with 
rubber clamps. Metal clamps are not a good idea unless you pad them with 
rubber or a soft wood. Now if you have a lot of clamps available, you can 
clamp the entire fuselage together to get an idea of what it will look like, and 
check fit. I didn’t have a lot of clamps, so I did one small section at a time.  
             You need to make sure that the square tubing is directly above the 
lines you drew on the table. I used a speed square by laying the square on the 
line and making sure the tubing was directly above the line touching the 
square. A better method would be to add blocks to hold them in their 
respective places. Any method works as long as the tubes remain firmly in 
place while drilling. Here is what that looks like: 
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          As you can see in the picture, I started with the engine mount area. 
Clamp both fittings, (one underneath the piece, and one on top) to the square 
tubing. The fitting with the punch marks goes on top. Make absolutely sure 
that the fittings are exactly in line with each other, and the tube. To drill the 
holes, slide your drill press under the tubing, or clamp your drill stand to the 
piece you are working on. 
          Now I must admit that I didn’t use a pilot hole for most of the holes. A 
pilot hole is made using an 1/8” or less diameter bit first, then finishing up 
with the desired size, which is 3/8” (AN-3). Using a pilot hole is the ‘proper’ 
way to do this however.  
          Once your first hole is drilled, insert an AN-3-25 bolt with an AN-960 
washer and AN365-1032 elastic stop nut.  This will insure that the piece 
stays lined up. Continue in this fashion until all the fittings are bolted in 
place.  
          Now we are ready to make the pieces for the diagonals attach. These 
are made from a scrap piece of square tubing, cut along the length to make C 
channel brackets. The dimensions are 2” wide by 1.5” by 1.5”.  You will 
make 4 of these.  
          The diagonal attach brackets are attached to the longerons by using 4 
3/16” X 1/4” long stainless steel pop rivets per piece. Once these are in 
place, you can start adding the diagonals. These are 1” O.D. by .035” wall 
6061 T-6 round tubing.  
          You will need to drill a 3/16” hole through both F gusset fittings, as 
detailed in the plans. Using your ruler, measure the distance from this hole to 
the first bracket, on the bottom longeron, allowing 1/2” overlap on each end 
for edge margin of the tube.  
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          Using a tubing cutter cut the tube to the desired length. Make sure you 
debur the tube on both ends. Now drill a 3/16” hole 3/4” from one end of the 
tube.  As per the plans, you can use washers to center the tube between the 
fittings( heavy), or a better method is to cut half inch diameter tubing (any 
wall thickness) into two one half inch pieces and use those for spacers.  
          Before you add these spacers we are going to cut the bottom of the 
tube to fit, so just slide a bolt through the pieces to hold it in place, then see 
how close a fit you have at the bottom. You want a minimum of 1/2” edge 
margin from the edge of the bolt hole to the end of the tube. You may need 
to trim away some material from the diagonal tube to make it fit. This is 
acceptable. What I did was to clamp the tube in place, ‘eyeballing’ the 
tubing, and making sure it was centered where I wanted the hole. Remember, 
another diagonal tube will be on the other side of the hole, so make sure 
when you drill that this tube is directly against the top of the fitting. You 
may need to gently compress the tubes to make them fit. Review the plans to 
see what I am talking about. Now go ahead and drill the hole through the 
tube. Place a bolt through the assembly to make sure it fits.  
Now go back to the hole at F Fitting. Remove the bolt, and then follow this 
procedure: 
Slide the tube into place, and while putting the bolt in place, slide the first 
spacer on, then the diagonal, then the next spacer, and end with an elastic 
stop nut and washer. You should end up with one diagonal tube attached at 
both ends with bolts.  
          Starting from the bottom of the tube you attached, repeat the above 
steps until you arrive at gusset fitting I. Here you will follow the same 
procedure as you did with fitting F. Remember, if you were looking straight 
down on the fuselage, and it was standing up, (like on the gear) the first 
diagonal is centered between F gusset fitting, goes to the left space of the 
diagonal bracket, the following one fits in the right hole, and stays to the 
right when it meets the next bracket. The last tube starts out on the left side 
of the diagonal bracket, and ends up at I gusset fitting centered. It’s actually 
very easy once you see it coming together.  
 

Landing Gear Cross Tube 
 

          Now, on to the landing gear. Make two fittings out of .125 inch thick 
6061-T6 angle, 2” X 3” X 2” wide. This is a critical area so make sure that 
your work is as exact as you can make it. Before clamping drill the two 
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3/16” holes through the angles, making sure that they match each other 
exactly. I clamped the angles together and drilled them together on my drill 
press to ensure accuracy. Clamp these in place as per the plans on either side 
on the lower fuselage tube. Make absolutely sure they are square on the 
fuselage before drilling. Now, using the holes you drilled in the angles as a 
guide, drill through one side of the fuselage square tube at a time. This will 
insure the holes stay accurate. Here is a picture of the clamped angles: 
 

           
 

          Bolt the angles in place. Now we are going to add the cross tube seen 
in the picture above. This is called the landing gear support tube. It  also 
doubles as the wing attach structure, so good workmanship really counts 
here. Actually this is probably the most complex part of the entire aircraft, 
and even so, it is very simple to construct.  
          Start by drilling the holes that are shown in the plans. You can clamp 
the square tube to the angles, (make sure its centered!) and drill the holes for 
the angles through the top of the square tube, then remove and finish drilling 
all the way through the tube with your drill press. I used a scrap piece of 
square tube clamped in between the angles to get the exact distance for 
where the lower fuselage tube lays between the angles. 
          Cut a 26 1/2” long piece of round solid 6061-T6 aluminum rod. This 
will be the wing attach piece that rests inside the square landing gear tube.  
Make two marks on this tube with your marker pen, each 1 1/4” from each 
end. Make sure that you mark the square landing gear tube with ‘top’ on the 
top side first. Then take the square tube off of the fuselage, and slide the 
round solid stock inside it. Center the solid stock inside the square tube, 
making sure that the marks you made correspond with the ends of the square 
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tube. What you want is to have the round solid stock resting on the 
underside of the top of the tube, like this: 

 

 
 

Clamp the angles back into place on the tube, and very carefully drill 
through the holes you drilled previously, through the solid rod. There will be 
4 holes drilled. Bolt the assembly in place before moving on to the next step. 
          Now drill the two remaining holes that are located 1/2” from each 
edge of the square tube.  
          Remove the round solid rod, and making sure that the wing attach 
holes are exactly at right angles to the previously drilled holes, (lay the rod 
on your drill press, with the bolt holes laying horizontally on the press) drill 
the 1/4” holes 1/2” from each end of the rod. 
          Re-assemble the unit, this time using the spacer washers to insure the 
solid rod stays at the top of the square tube. Also insert the 1” stainless U 
brackets for the landing gear tubes.  
 
 

Landing Gear 
 

On to the landing gear! The first thing you want to do is drill the 1/4” hole 
for the rear landing gear legs, on the fuselage. This is located 12” from 
where the seatback upright tube meets the lower fuselage tube. Add a 
stainless 1” U bracket on each side of the square tube.  
          Before making the axle assembly, give some thought to what kind of 
wheels you are going to use. I used wheelbarrow wheels, which are much 
heavier than the ultralight “Azusa” brand wheels. If you are going to use 
anything other than wheelbarrow tires and hubs, make the appropriate 
changes to the widths of the axle tubes, and the sleeves. The plans show the 
axle arrangement needed for wheelbarrow tires and rims. 
To make the axle assembly, start with the  
1 1/8” 6061-T6 tube. Cut this tube to be 45 1/8” long. Mark the center of this 
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tube for reference later. Now cut a 1” O.D. X .058 wall, 52 1/2” long. Slide 
this inside the 1 1/8” tube, centered.  
Now cut a 7/8” X .058 wall tube 52 1/2” long, and slide inside the 1” O.D. 
tube. 
          Now make the landing gear plates out of .090 6061-T6 plate. You will 
need four of these. 
Go ahead and drill the plates for the axle holes  only. Clamp the plates in 
position on the axle, and drill. You can back drill through each plate side 
also.  
          Now make the forward landing gear tubes by cutting the 1” O.D. 
outside tubes to length as shown on the plans, and inserting the 7/8” sleeves. 
Drill the 1/4” holes on each end of the tubes.  
          To drill the tubes for the gear plate holes, lay the whole assembly, 
cross tube, forward landing gear legs, and axle, flat onto the table.  
          Make a mark that goes from the center of the cross tube, to the center 
of the axle. Use this for alignment reference.  
          Bolt the top of the forward landing gear legs to the stainless U 
brackets. Clamp the lower part of the gear legs in place for drilling between 
the .090 gear plates. Remember, that there is a 1/8” difference between the 
axle width, and the gear legs. You will be adding washers to make up this 
difference, so add shims to keep everything straight for drilling through the 
plates. You will want to make sure that this assembly doesn’t move, so you 
can add blocks or even nails to the table to keep everything in place.  
Drill the holes for the gear plates and tubes. Now is also a good time to add 
the cross wires for stiffness.  It is much easier to do now than when the 
weight of the fuselage is on the gear, believe me! Also, you have a reference 
line that you wouldn’t have if assembled once the fuselage is attached. 
          Before tightening the bolts, add the 4 stainless steel cable tangs to 
each corner of the gear, as shown in the plans. Also add the two  1” stainless 
U brackets to the rear of the axle. 
          Now make up 2 lengths of wire, making sure to leave enough extra so 
you can clamp the ends for swaging. Here’s a trick I learned that makes this 
a lot easier. Slide a nicopress copper sleeve onto the cable you are going to 
swage, insert the thimble, slide through the cable tang, and loop it back 
through the nicopress sleeve. Make sure the loop is snug and tight as you can 
make it, and then clamp both wires together right behind the nicopress 
sleeve using a pair of small vice grips. Swage the nicopress sleeve in place. 
Make sure you use your go / no gauge after swaging! These wires take the 
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sway loads of the gear, and help stabilize the wing attach tube above.  
          Now you have one end swaged in place, and the other end of the cable 
free. Make up the assembly for the other side, and snug up tight. It does not 
have to be super tight, just a snug fit. Follow the same process for the other 
wire, until you have one end of each wire swaged, and the other ends held 
snug with vice grips. Recheck your lines to make sure nothing has moved. 
Now swage the remaining ends.  
To add the gear to the fuselage, slide the forward part of the fuselage onto a 
sawhorse, and stabilize with boards temporarily tacked into place to hold 
upright. Bolt the gear to the fuselage with the 2 AN-4 bolts.  
          Make up the rear tubes using the 1” X .058 6061-T6, and 7/8” X .058 
round tubes. I laid these side by side on the table to make sure they were 
both the exact same length. You will have to assemble the unit in place to 
drill, as the brackets have to be turned slightly so they can accept the tubes. 
Drill the holes for the rear most attach brackets, and insert the bolts. Now 
recheck everything to be sure it is centered, and true. Now go ahead and drill 
the forward holes through the U brackets and assemble the unit. Here is what 
it looks like at this stage: 
 

 
           
          If you have chosen to use wheelbarrow tires, go ahead and make up 
the axle bearings out of 1 1/8” X .058 6061-T6 alum tubing. Slide your 1” 
I.D. washers on each side of the axle. Now slide the bearings in place.  Use a 
liberal amount of white grease on the axle when you slide the bearings on. 
The wheelbarrow tires come with two rather badly built factory bearings. 
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Knock these out with a punch, and then slide the wheels onto the axle. 
Secure with a 1” I.D. washer on each side, and drill and insert the steel cotter 
pins.  
 

Tailwheel 
 
The tailwheel is made from a Capella Leaf spring, (or a 1/4” X 1 1/2” spring 
steel leaf) and a shopping cart wheel. The wheel is 5” in diameter. 
Depending on what kind of wheel you have, there will be a shaft that 
protrudes from the top of the wheel assembly. Drill the leaf spring to accept 
this shaft. Place the tailwheel on the leaf spring. Now, make a mark on the 
shaft, about 1/4” above the top of the spring, and drill a 1/4” hole in the 
shaft. Add washers to shim the wheel until it rests snugly against the spring, 
and secure with a bolt. Take the assembly apart and drill the holes for the 
tailwheel bellcrank. Bolt the bellcrank into place.  
Clamp the tailwheel spring assembly into place on the fuselage, and mark 
bolt locations. Drill through the fuselage tube and the spring, and add the 
bolts and washers. Here is a picture of what the tailwheel looks like: 
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Here is a side view of the tailwheel: 

 
This picture shows a piece I scabbed on to test various configurations, 
lengths etc. Build yours as per plans.  Congratulations! She’s on the gear! 
 

Cowling and Cockpit 
 

         There are two things to remember when building the cowling and 
cockpit. Firstly and most importantly, the only reasons for the cowling and 
cockpit is for looks, and to keep the wind out of your face! In other words, it 
is purely cosmetic, and not structural.  
          The second thing to keep in mind, is the shape, length, etc of the 
cowling and cockpit is dictated by your engine choice. The Affordaplane 
was designed to allow you great flexibility in the way your aircraft looks. If 
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you are using the Rotax 447, you can simply follow the plans. If you are 
using another engine, it would be a good idea to draw out the outline of the 
cowling shape you want, and make the rest of the cockpit to follow that 
form. Lets get started! 
          The first thing you want to do is make the angles for the rudder 
pedals. These are made from 1 1/2” X 1 1/2” X 1/8” X 4” long 6061-T6 
angles. I clamped these in place on the fuselage, one at a time, and back 
drilled through the existing gusset plate holes. Now clamp the 1 1/2” X 1 
1/2” X 1/8” X 18” long angle to the rudder pedal angles. Make sure it is at 
90 degrees to the fuselage using a speed square, then drill the two 3/16” 
holes and assemble with bolts.  
          Measure and cut the cockpit floor runners  using 3/4” X 3/4” X 1/8” 
angles. Pop rivet these to the cross tube, and the forward angle.  
Cockpit floor: This is made of two pieces of .032” 6061-T6 sheet. The 
pieces go on either side of the lower fuselage tube.  This sheet is placed 
between the cross tube, and the landing gear angles that attach the gear to the 
fuselage. It also lays on top of the forward rudder pedal angles, and rests 
inside the floor runners. See the plans for reference.  

 
 

          Pop rivet the  cockpit floor in place, using 1/8” pop rivets. There is 1” 
spacing for rivets used on the floor runners.  
          Add the angle that goes right behind the engine, and on the face of the 
vertical motor tube. 
Add the rest of the 3/4” X 3/4” angles to form the box structure, as per plans. 
Here is what this looks like, (your wont have the pedals attached yet). 
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Now cut the instrument panel out of .032” sheet stock, and pop rivet to the 
horizontal angle that goes across the top of your knees while sitting in the 
cockpit.  
On my aircraft, I didnt use any other kind of reinforcement for the 
instrument panel, but you can add clips made from scrap 3/4” X 3/4” pop 
riveted to the flashing covers to stiffen it up. Now add the foward panel that 
is pop riveted to the front face of the vertical upright motor tube.  
          The cockpit is covered using .020 aluminum flashing, found at your 
local hardware store. Cut an oversize piece, and clamp to whatever side you 
start with. Just don’t start with the top curved portion first! Using your 
Sharpie marker, trace the outline of the cockpit side. Remove, cut and clamp 
back in place. Be sure to debur and clean up any rough edges, because they 
will show on the finished product.  You will be using 1” spacing for your 
rivets. Start at one end, drill, then cleco each hole, until the assembly is 
completely drilled. Now remove the clecos one at a time, and pop rivet each 
hole.  
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Using 1/2” tubing, make up the x brace as per plans, and pop rivet in place.  
Do not pop rivet the top of the cowling, as the top curved piece goes on top 
of this, and is pop riveted in place. If you rivet now, you will have to drill 
out all the rivets at this juncture. Once three sides are riveted, on each side of 
the cockpit, you can cut an oversize piece of flashing for the top, curved 
part. Lay the part in place, (drill a hole in each corner, and cleco in place) 
and trace the outline on the back side of the flashing. Remove, clean up and 
debur, and place back on the aircraft. Now you can pop rivet in place.  
          Now here is something I did that works really well to hold the shape 
of the curve. I rotated the fuselage upside down, and applied insulating foam 
from a spray can into the space behind the instrument panel. Make a 
cardboard baffle that will keep the foam away from the back of the 
instrument panel, to allow for instruments. Try to get an even thickness of 
foam, right around 2”. Let this dry.  
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The rudder pedals are made from .125 6061-T6 plate. Attach these to the 
rudder angle using piano hinge, and 1/8” pop rivets. Here is what this looks 
like, without the finished cockpit around it: 
 

           
 

These pedals are not the same as on the plans, but the attachment is the 
same.  

 

 
 

          Add the springs to the pedals. One end of the spring is wrapped 
around  the end of the fuselage bolt, and the other end is secured to the small 
hole in the pedal. To make the rudder cables, make up two lengths of 3/32 
aircraft cable, that extend beyond the fuselage tailpost about a foot. 
Nicopress each wire to the corresponding hole in the top of each pedal. 
leaving the ends free for now. Coil up and secure with electrical tape, and 
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place inside the cockpit. 
 
 

Cowling
 
We can’t begin the cowling until you have chosen the motor you want. If 
you don’t have your motor yet, skip this part until you do, and build 
something else until you get the motor.  
          Make up the angles for the motor mount using 2” X 2” X 1/4” 6061-
T6 angles. Also make the aluminum engine cross bars out of 2” X 2” X 3/8” 
6061-T6 aluminum. Assemble the motor mount as per the plans, and attach 
the engine to the airframe.  
          At this stage you want to make a template that shows a silhouette of 
the cowling profile, and get a good idea how long the cowling is to be. You 
want to make absolutely sure that you build a cowling that reaches to the 
back side of the prop flange. Leave about a 1” space between the back of the 
flange, and the cowling exterior. The width is dictated by the cockpit already 
built. Remove the engine and set aside. Now we are going to build the 
cowling up out of 1” Dow Blue styrofoam. If you have the same kind of 
foam, only thicker, by all means use it. Attach the foam using T-88 epoxy, or 
whatever you have on hand. Just remember that some glues attack foam, 
epoxy doesnt, but it is hard to sand if you have a glue line you must sand 
through. What you want to do is fill the entire space for the cowling with 
foam. Make sure you leave enough all around so you can sand down to 
contour. Here is how this looks: 
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See how I started at the top? Also note the tool laying on top of the foam. 
This is a ‘shurefoam’ tool you can find at any hardware store. This removes 
a lot of material, and is used for rough shaping.  
 

 
 

Here the foam is in place, and rough shaping begun.  
 

 
 

          When shaping foam, make sure that you are wearing a respirator (dust 
mask), and have adequate ventilation. Foam dust gets everywhere! The 
shape of the cowling is entirely up to you. It is not structural, its only 
function being to keep the wind out of the cockpit. Just remember to keep 
the lines the same on each side, and match the rear cockpit shape.  
          Once the rough shaping is finished, use finer and finer sandpaper, 
until the surface is as smooth as possible. Oh, a side note: One of the best 
(and cheapest) sanding tools is another piece of foam. Try it, it works! Make 
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sure that there are no dents, or knicks in the cowling, as this will show up 
later.  
          Now coat the entire cowling with wax mold release, found at most 
nautical supply stores, and fiberglass stores. This will allow the lay ups of 
fiberglass to easily be pulled off the mold.  
          To lay up the fiberglass, I used medium weight boat cloth found at 
Wal Mart stores, or any hardware store. I also used “Bondo” brand polyester 
resin and hardener. You want to lay up at least three layers of glass on the 
entire cowling. Also make sure that you extend the fiberglass onto the 
aluminum part of the cowling at least 1” so that you can attach it with pk 
screws later. Let cure for the time specified by the manufacturer of the resin.  
          To seperate the mold from the glass part, slide a butter knife between 
the foam and glass, and working your way around the part, apply pressure 
until it pops free. Clean up the surface of the cowling with sandpaper, until it 
is smooth and free of dents and knicks.  
          Carefully measure the cutouts for the engine and prop, and draw them 
on the cowling. Carefully cut away larger and larger sections of the cowling, 
until your motor and prop flange clear the cowling, with enough room left 
for vibration, without the cowling touching any part of the engine.  
          You can bolt the engine back into place, and test fit the cowling. Make 
any changes necessary, then attach the cowling to the airframe using PK 
screws.  
 

Windscreen  

The windscreen is made from 1/8” acrylic plastic. Lay out the 1” square 
lines on a large piece of paper, and transfer the outline to the paper. Then 
transfer the paper cutout to the plastic. Cut with a jigsaw and clean up the 
edges with sandpaper. Make up the windscreen clips and pop rivet to the 
cockpit area shown on the plans. Bend the windscreen to follow the top 
cowling, and drill through the plastic using the clips as a guide. Pop rivet in 
place.  
 
 

Elevator 
 

          The elevator is made on the same table we built the fuselage on, and is 
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very easy to build. Paint the table white, covering the lines you drew for the 
fuselage. Lay out the elevator lines on the table. Use wood blocks to keep 
everything in place. Cut the 1” X .058 X 8’ 6061-T6 aluminum tube and 
place on the table.  

 

 
 
Make the inserts out of 7/8” O.D X .058 T6 tubing. Now, and this is very 
important, you have to make absolutely sure that the sleeves are in the right 
position inside the tubes. I applied wd-40 on the sleeve so it would slide 
easily, and using a metal tape ruler, slide the sleeve inside the tube, and 
stopped when I reached the spot called for on the plans. You cannot move 
this tube very much on the table, or you will end up moving the sleeve!  
 

 
 

          Make the 16 fittings called for on the plans out of .090 T6 sheet. The 
bends for the tubing are accomplished with an 8” radius tubing bender. Make 
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small bends, checking each bend against the lines on the table, until it 
matches. Once all tubes are in place,  and the inserts are in place, you can 
pop rivet the structure together. You can also add the stainless steel hinges at 
this time 
          Make the elevator bellcrank out of .090 6061-T6 aluminum plate. 
Also fabricate the 1” X 1” X 1/8” angle that attaches the bellcrank to the 
elevator. Bolt this to the elevator for now.       

 

 
 

Rudder 
 

             The rudder is built exactly like the elevator. Lay out the rudder on 
your table, using 3” squares to match the grid pattern shown on the plans. 
This will be your outline. I built mine on a 4 foot piece of plywood.  
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          Cut the fittings out of .090 aluminum sheet stock. The 1/2” X .058 
aluminum tubes are bent with a 6” radius tubing bender, and secured with 
pop rivets.  
Here is a detail shot of this: 
 

 
            

 
 
 

Here is another shot of the rudder: 
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Fabricate the rudder bellcrank out of .090 6061- T6 plate. Bolt into place on 
the rudder.  

 

Vertical Fin 

          The vertical fin is built using the same methods as the rudder. Build 
flat on your work table.  
 

Wings 
 

          The wings are a very simple affair, made  from aircraft grade 6061-T6 
tubing. You will build these on two sawhorses with one modification. Nail 
two flat boards to the sawhorse, 13 feet long, 6” wide, to the top of the 
horse, to allow the spars to rest on. Make absolutely sure that the sawhorses 
are totally flat and level, in respect to each other. Use Bondo putty to secure 
the horse legs to the floor. 
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          A word about marking tubes. To find the centerline of a tube, use this 
method. Find a long, totally flat board, and secure the tube to it. Do not let 
the tube move.  Spray a light coating of Zinc Chromate on each side of the 
tube. Lay a scrap piece of 2” X 2” square tube against the side of the tube, 
and lightly scrape the paint away where the square tube meets the round 
tube. It looks like this: 
 

  
 

This is an easy method of finding the exact center of a tube.  
          Now lay out the spar tubes on the table. Secure with wood blocks so 
they do not move around. The tubes need to be exactly 54” apart as 
measured from the leading edge to the trailing edge.  
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          Cut and insert the spar sleeves as shown on the plans.  
          Make all the C Channel brackets out of 1 1/4” X 1 1/4” X 1/8” wall C 
channel. Drill the holes in the brackets as per plans.  
          Drill the hole locations shown on the wing drawings. What I did was 
carefully rotate the spar tubes until the lines were exactly vertical, and using 
a drill press, drilled through the tubes. Be sure to debur the holes. Now bolt 
the C channel fittings to the spars. Also bolt the 1” stainless U brackets to 
the spars.  
          The anti-drag diagonals and compression tubes are all made from 1” 
X .058 6061-T6 aluminum. Measure these and clamp to the C channel 
fittings and the stainless fittings. What I did was cut a little oversize, and 
making sure I had enough edge grain margin (1/2”) clamped the tube 
centered on the fitting. Then I drilled with a hand drill through the fitting 
holes, through the tube, in place.  
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Secure the tubes with the appropriate bolts. This is what it will look like at 
this stage: 
 

 
 

Here’s another shot: 

 
 

          Now we are going to focus on the wing tips. They are built exactly 
like the rudder.  
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Here is a shot of the finished product: 
 

 
 

The only difference from the rudder is the 1/2” stiffener tube. Simply cut and 
bend to shape in a vice, drill and secure with 1/8” pop rivets. This completes 
the basic structure of the wings. You may choose to finish the other wing 
first, and then add the ribs, or you may choose to do the ribs now on the 
wing you just finished, it is up to you. Just remember that the plans show the 
right wing only, and you must reverse the wing layout for the left wing.  
 
Now we move on to the ribs. These are made from 1” Dow Blue Styrofoam. 
If you cannot find 1” foam locally, you may glue two 1/2” pieces together to 
get the dimensions needed. Use T-88 glue spread thin, but remember this 
method will add a little weight. 
          Using the full size rib pattern given in the plans, make two templates 
made out of luan plywood (door skins). Door skins are available at your 
local lumber supply company. Test fit these patterns on the wings you built. 
Make sure they are a snug fit on the spars, but not so they warp or bend.  
          We are going to stack cut the ribs out of 1” foam. The tool I used was 
a hot wire cutter. This is made from a length of nichrome or stainless steel 
wire, and a train transformer. You can also buy hand held ‘foam cutters’ at 
most model hobby shops. You can also buy a pre-made hot wire cutter from 
Aircraft Spruce and Specialty Company in California. You may also cut the 
ribs out on a bansaw, by driving a nail through the luan ply door skin, into 
the foam, and cutting that way.  
          There are 13 ribs in each wing. I cut 5 at a time by cutting foam 
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blocks all the same size, making sure they were big enough to cut a rib from. 
Simply place the ply ribs on each side of the blocks to be cut, again making 
sure they are exactly square, and true to each other. Draw lines on the foam 
blocks to make sure. Then simply hot wire the ribs from the templates.  
          Once all the ribs are cut, mark the spar tubes to show where they go 
on the wing.  
Now you want to lightly sand and scrape the surface of the spars where each 
rib is to meet the tubes. Dont go overboard on the sanding. You just want to 
remove enough material to make the aluminum stick to the epoxy we are 
going to apply.  
          Now take the 8.7 oz. sq. yd. fiberglass tape, and apply epoxy over it to 
the spar, at each rib location. Overlap fiberglass tape by 1” on the end, 
forming a continuous band around the tube. There will be 26 such bands on 
the spars when you are finished.  
          Clean up any epoxy runs, and re-mark rib  locations on the fiberglass 
tape. Fit the foam ribs to the wing. If the ribs do not fit perfectly, use a rat 
tail file to remove material until it fits snugly on the spars. Just make sure 
that each rib matches all the rest, or your wing will not be true in flight.  
Also make sure there are no protrusions, or parts that do not line up, on the 
wing.  
          Attach the ribs at this time using T-88 epoxy, and fiberglass tape.  
          The foam spacer and support blocks can be added now.  You can hold 
these in place with long T pins while drying. Use T-88 Epoxy to glue.  
          The capstrips are made of 1” wide strips of 1/16” aircraft grade 
plywood. Be sure and plan ahead, not allowing the capstrips to meet (butt 
joint) near the front or rear spars. Apply them to the ribs, using tape to hold 
in place while drying. Wrap the capstrip all the way around the foam rib, and 
the two spars. Never allow a joint to be located on a spar! Where two 
capstrips meet, lay a layer of fiberglass tape 3” wide and 6” long over the 
wood joint, and glue to the side of the rib with T-88 epoxy.  
          Cover every part of foam and wood that is exposed with polyurethane 
varnish. Give it a light coat, so the Poly Tak glue used in covering the wings 
doesn not attack the foam.  
          Making sure you have cut all the ribs for both wings, you can now use 
one of the luan ply rib templates for the end cap sandwich.  
          Glue the ply to the innermost rib (at the wing attach location) using a 
light spread of T-88 glue. Here is what the finished wing looks like: 
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Here is what the end cap looks like: 

 

 
  
 

Ailerons 

          The ailerons are very simple to assemble. The plans show the right 
aileron. You will make one right and one left aileron. Start by marking the 
centerline of the 1 1/8” O.D. tube, as described in the wing assembly. Insert 
the aileron sleeve and secure with two 3/16” pop rivets. You will drill a 
series of 1/2” holes through the tube. You can use a wood block clamped to 
the tube to keep the holes vertical when drilling. Make absolutely sure that 
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they all line up! Drill the half inch holes.  
          Take a 12 foot length of 1/2” X .058 wall tubing and bend a 6” radius 
in one end. Insert the end with the bend into the main tube. You will have 
some material sticking out of the large tube. That’s ok, we will sand this off 
later. Secure this by drilling a 1/8” hole through the assembly, and pop 
riveting in place. Make sure that the leading edge of the large tube, and the 
trailing edge of the small tube are exactly six inches apart.  
          Now add the aileron ribs. Secure the aileron ribs to the main aileron 
tube by drilling and inserting a 1/8” pop rivet. Make the rib clips out of .032 
T6 aluminum sheet. Secure the ribs to the trailing edge material with the 
clips bent around the trailing edge, and secured with one pop rivet on top, 
one underneath, and one on the trailing edge of the aileron. Here is a picture 
of what the finished aileron looks like: 

 

 
 

Make the aileron bellcranks out of 1 1/4” X 1 1/4” X 1/8” wall C channel. 
Make one for each aileron.  
 

Elevator Attach 

          The elevator is attached to the airframe with two 3” X 2” X 1” X 1/4” 
6061-T6 aluminum angles. Level the fuselage by placing a 4 foot level on 
the wing attach tube above the pilots head. Block the tail until this tube  is 
dead level. Now place a 3/8” shim between the fuselage tube, and the rear 
horizontal stabilizer. Clamp this in place. Lay your level on top of the 
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horizontal stabilizer, pointing towards the cockpit. Add scraps of wood, 
(shims) to the front of the stabilizer until it is perfectly level. The elevator is 
at 0 degrees incidence to the fuselage reference line.  
          Clamp the 3” elevator brackets to the fuselage, making sure they are 
directly beneath the most forward tube on the elevator. The only thing to 
watch for is that you must have at least 1/2” edge grain margin on the 
fuselage tube, and the angle. Drill through the angles and attach them to the 
fuselage. Now, (very carefully) drill from the top of the stabilizer, to the 
attach fittings. Drill a 3/16” hole on each side. Attach the elevator to the 
fuselage using the bolts and the 1” washers.  

Rudder and fin Attach 

          Attaching the rudder and fin to the fuselage is simple. Drill two holes 
for the 1” stainless U brackets for the vertical fin. Bolt the brackets in place. 
Now drill the aft tube with a 1/4” hole. Bolt the rear part of the fin to the 
fuselage using the rear U bracket. Clamp the front part of the vertical fin to 
the forward stainless U bracket, and drill through the bracket and the tube in 
place.  
          If you have not attached the rudder hinges yet, go ahead and do this 
now. Simply mark the locations shown on the plans, and do one side of the 
hinges, and then match up and drill the other side. What I did was to tape the 
hinges in place, and drilled them. Then I used 3/16” pop rivets to secure.  
 

Stick / Torque tube assy 
 

          To begin, drill a 1/4” hole on the cross tube, to accept the 1” U 
channel stainless bracket. Secure this bracket with a AN-4 bolt, and a castle 
nut and cotter pin.  
          Make the control stick out of 1” O.D. 6061-T6 aluminum tubing, 19 
1/2” long. Insert the 7/8” sleeve. Now drill the three  1/4” holes through the 
stick, making sure the bottom hole is at 90 degrees from the top two.  
          Make two fittings from 2” X 2” X 1/4” 6061-T6 angle. Drill a 1” hole 
through each angle, as shown on the plans.  
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Here is a shot of the stick and torque tube assembly: 
 

 
 

Now drill the holes in the angles (2 each) for attachment to the fuselage. 
Clamp these in their respective places on the lower fuselage tube, and drill 
through the existing holes in the angles as a guide. Bolt these in place.  
          The torque tube is made of 1” O.D. X .058 wall 6061-T6 aluminum 
tubing. The sleeve is made of 7/8” O.D. tubing. Secure with two 3/16” pop 
rivets.  
          Make the torque tube bellcrank  out of 1 1/4” X 1 1/4” X 1 1/4” X 
1/8” wall C channel. Drill this piece with the torque tube in place. Bolt 
together.  
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          Make a bracket out of  1/4” X 1 1/4” X 1 1/4” X 1/8” wall C channel, 
2 1/2” long. This piece holds the down tube that connect the stick.  
Drill this on your table, with the torque tube bellcrank assembled. Make sure 
that you drill the hole 90 degrees to the bellcrank, and in the proper position. 
Now make the down tube, which is 4 1/2” long. There is a sleeve in this one 
also.  
Take the C channel down tube connector off of the torque tube.  
          Make the torqe tube end play bearings out of PVC pipe, 1” I.D. These 
are 1” wide. Slide the torque tube through both angles, inserting the PVC 
bearings as you go. Postion the torque tube so that there is 1/2” clearance 
between it and the cross tube. Making sure that the PVC bearing is on the 
forward side of the forward angle, drill a 3/16” hole through the pvc and one 
side of the torque tube. Now do the same for the rear PVC bearing, making 
sure that it rest behind the rear face of the rear most angle. You want a tight 
fit, with no play forward to back, but not to where it will bind. Bolt the down 
tube assembly into place.  
          The rod end connector connects the torque tube to the control stick. 
Cut a piece of threaded rod, fine thread, 1/4” diameter, 9” long. Assemble 
the rod ends, and stop nuts. Be sure to slide the 1/2” tubing over the threaded 
rod before securing the rod ends. Adjust the rod ends on the threaded rod 
until the torque tube down tube is vertical, and the control stick is vertical. 
Then tighten the stop nuts against the rod ends.  
          The aileron bellcrank assembly is fabricated next. Make a fitting out 
of  2” X 2” X 1/4” X 6” long 6061-T6 angle. Clamp the angle in place on the 
fuselage and drill the two holes shown on the plans. Drill the holes for the 
pulley asemblies. Now add the pulley assemblies and bolt the unit to the 
fuselage.  
          The rear aileron bellcrank assembly is started by cutting a scrap piece 
of 2” X 2” square tubing to the shape shown on the plans. Drill and bolt this 
is place on the fuselage.  
          The aileron bellcrank is made from .090 6061-T6 plate. Make a hole 
in the center of this piece to accept the machined bellcrank. Pop rivet this in 
place. Now bolt the bellcrank to the square tube.  
          The aileron control rods can be fabricated now. Bolt these in place on 
the bellcrank. 
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Wing attach 

          Clamp the wing attach U brackets into place on the top fuselage tube, 
as per the plans. Make sure that when you drill, the main spar attach point is 
1/2” above the centerline of the square tube, and the rear attach is 1/2” below 
the centerline. This is critical. To make sure that the holes were exactly even 
with each other, I drilled through each fitting, one side at a time, until the 
holes met in the middle.  
           

Wing Struts 
 

          The wing struts are made from 1 1/8” X .058 wall 6061-T6 aluminum 
tube. The plugs are made from 1” T6 round solid rod. Make up the struts as 
per the lengths on the plans. Insert the plugs, but only drill the lower strut 
attach fittings. Clamp the fittings to the tube, with plug in place, and drill 
the assembly through the attach fittings, and the tube.  
          Attach the wings to the airframe. Make sure if you use spacers inside 
the wing attach bracket, that they are the same on both sides.  
          Level the aircraft. Block the axle so the wheels are off the ground. The 
top wing attach tube should be zero degrees to the horizon. 
Bolt the struts to the lower strut attach tube only, on either side, 
          String a line that is 0 degrees (level) starting from the wing root, out 
past the tips. The line should be directly on the wing attach bolt.   
Now, at the strut attach (101” outboard from the wing root) you want to raise 
the wing until the upper strut attach bolt is 5.2” above the line. This sets your 
incidence to 3 degrees. Now use wood boards or a ladder to hold the wing 
exactly at that level. Now run a line from the rear wing attach bolt and repeat 
the same procedure as above.  
          Clamp the strut to the rear fitting on the main spar only, center the 
tube on the fitting, and making sure you have enough edge grain margin as 
shown on the plans, drill through the fitting and the strut and plug. Now you 
can center the front strut fitting  on the strut, and back drill through the rear 
fitting and tube, through the front fitting. Remove the front fitting and clean 
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up the extra length, and then bolt the assembly back into place. Do the same 
procedure for the rear struts, and the other wing. 
 

Jury struts 

          These are made from 1/2” X .058 wall 6061-T6 aluminum tubing. 
They are attached to the lift strut with an Adel clamp. The upper strut is 
attached with a‘duck bill’ plastic rib attach piece and a 1/8” pop rivet. You 
also want to run a length of 1/2” tubing between the lift struts to where each 
jury strut attaches. Secure with an Adel clamp. 
 

Control Hook Up 
 

          NOTE: You will want to have the aircraft covered with fabric before 
you attach any cables.  
          Let’s start with the rudder pedals. The first thing you want to do is pop 
rivet two RG1 cable guides on either side of the lower fuselage tube so the 
cables clear the struts, and other obstructions. Run the cables through the 
guides, slide two copper sleeves onto the cables, behind the guides, (one on 
each side) and hook up to the rudder bellcrank. Don’t swage these cables 
yet, just hold in place with cable clamps. Make sure you have a nice, snug 
fit, with no slop. Also make sure that the rudder is centered, and held in 
place.  
       Now add the springs to the tailwheel bellcrank, and swage two cables to 
the springs, one on each side. We are going to make a Y attachment from the 
rudder cables to the tailwheel. Take the ends of the cables from the tailwheel 
bellcrank, and slide through the nicopress sleeves on the rudder wires. Slide 
the sleeves toward the front of the aircraft until you have a good angle to the 
tailwheel. Clamp in place but do not swage yet.  
          Now, making sure that the rudder springs are in place on the pedals, 
go ahead and swage the rudder to the rudder pedals. You want to make sure 
they are not very tight, but a good, snug fit, with no slop. Now you can 
swage the tailwheel cables to the rudder cables. 
          On to the aileron cables. Run a length of cable from the aileron torque 
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tube bellcrank, through the pulley, and to the aileron bellcrank. Making sure 
the stick is centered, and the aileron bellcrank is centered, swage the cables 
to the aileron torque tube bellcrank. Run them through the pulleys, and 
swage to the aileron bellcrank shackles.  
          Now we are going to add the wires to the tail. These wires stiffen the 
elevator and rudder assembly. They are attached to the frame using 3/16” 
stainless cable tangs. Here’s a tip to getting a nice tight fit. Place washers 
underneath the tangs to be swaged, and once you are done swaging the 
cables, remove the washers to get the desired tightness.  
          The interstrut bracing is made the same way. The wires describe a big 
X between the struts. These are made with 3/32 aircraft cable, and attach to 
the upper strut bolt on the lower strut attach points, and on the lower most 
bolt on the upper strut attach.  
          The wires that run from the nose of the aircraft to the wing struts, and 
then from the wing struts to the elevator attach can be made now. These 
wires keep the tail from swaying, and generally tightens up the entire 
structure.  
 

Elevator attach tube 

          Clamp the elevator and the stick in a neutral position. The elevator 
tube is made from 7/8” X .065 wall 6061-T6 aluminum tube. Clamp the 
elevator tube to the U channel bracket on the stick. Drill through the fitting, 
(two locations) and bolt together. Now clamp the elevator tube to the 
elevator bellcrank, and drill through the tube using the bellcrank hole as a 
guide. Cut the tube 1/2” behind the hole you drilled. Bolt together as per 
plans.  
          The elevator tube support bellcrank is made from .090 6061-T6 
aluminum plate. Make the assembly as per plans and bolt to the aircraft.  
 
 

Fuel Tank 
 

The gas tank is held in place by two long bungee cords wrapped in an X 
shape. Pop rivet the gas tank support to the vertical attach tube as per plans. 
The gas tank is a 5 gallon plastic kind found at any Wal Mart or hardware 
supply store. The fuel line is a 1/4” I.D. fuel line, and is inserted through a 
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hole drilled into the top of the fuel tank. Route the line to the engine, and 
secure to the fuselage using plastic zip cords. You will want to insure the line 
does not get crushed from the zip cords by using a piece of pvc pipe 1” long 
at each connection point. Also make sure you have a fuel bulb attached to 
the line where you can reach it from the seat, so you can prime the engine.  
 

Seat 
 

          Before attaching the seat, make sure it is in the right place for your 
size. You can move the seat a few inches forward and aft if needed. The seat 
is attached using 4 pieces of 1 1/2” X 1 1/2” X 3” long 6061-T6 angle. Drill 
the holes for the angles, and clamp the angles to the lower fuselage tube as 
per plans. Make sure the seat angles are inclined on the fuselage tube 
slightly for comfort. Put the seat in place, and drill through the seat using the 
holes you drilled in the angles as a guide. Bolt together.  

 
 

covering 
 
 
   Here is the method I used to cover the aircraft. It is written and tested by 
Mr. Jerry Bunner, with his permission.  
 
May 15, 1999 
 
Experimental Paint For Your Homebuilt 
 
This describes a painting method, which is highly experimental in nature, 
and if you choose to use this please be advised you do so at your own risk. 
The ONLY way to paint and finish any airplane is with certified and proven 
methods. 
I have experimented for 10 years using different painting methods to finish 
fabric on light experimentals. The alternate finishing methods can and will 
hold up well given proper application and protection from the elements. My 
first attempt at painting was using Mike Fisher's latex method. It was my 
conclusion that this would not provide the level of finish that I wanted to see 
on my airplane. In 1994 I built and finished a Nieuport 11, (Graham Lee 
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Design) and covered it in 1.6oz Stitts. I used a combination of black latex 
primer to fill the weave of the fabric and industrial polyurethane oil base 
paint for the finish. This experience started my search for a better method. 
My goal was a serviceable finish that would look good and avoid the need to 
spend the large amount of money for the certified stuff! 
Here is what I have come up with and I might say it works well, looks good 
with a nice gloss and is very easy on the pocket book. This finish goes on 
easy, and the need for elaborate spray painting facilities is eliminated. 

STEP 1 
 
Seal aircraft with wood sealer if it is a wooden airplane. There is no need to 
finish an aluminum tube structure if it is not flown near salt water. For the 
Special I am building I am using 2 brush coats of MINWAX OUTDOOR 
CLEAR SHIELD POLYURETHANE WOOD SEALER.  
This material is applied unthinned but brushed on in thin coats. I use satin 
finish so that I may see better where I have brushed. 
 
STEP 2 
 
If you are using the STITTS FABRIC (1.7oz) you can brush a thinned coat 
of POLY TAC cement over the fabric gluing points. Use your Stitts manual 
for further information on this. The cement can be thinned with MEK 
SOLVENT and I used about 50/50 cement/thinner. Let this dry and then the 
fabric can be applied and the cement under neath the fabric can be 
reactivated by brushing 50/50 cement through the fabric at these 
areas.  
After the fabric has been applied and shrunk then the tapes that you're using 
for reinforcement and or rib stitching/attachment can be applied using this 
same glue combination. A little iron run along the rough spots will smooth 
them and make sure that they are attached well. I use a Modelers Heat 
Shrink Cover Iron for this process. 
 
STEP 3 
 
Clean the fabric with a clean cotton cloth and solution of MEK. Just dampen 
the cloth and wipe the fabric with it. Remember that this stuff is a strong 
solvent and is capable of melting the glue joints and dissolving your 
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Polyurethane wood sealer. If you just dampen the cleaning cloth and wipe 
the surface of your covering job this will remove the sizing and other 
contaminants on the fabric. If you do not do this the paint will not adhere 
very well. 
 
STEP 4 
 
Using a Good Quality Tac Cloth wipe down the area to be painted BEFORE 
EVERY STEP!  
 
STEP 5 
 
Using EMPIRE POLYURETHANE LATEX PRIMER thinned with 30% 
FLOETROL LATEX PAINT CONDITIONER and a 3"FOAM PAINT 
BRUSH, brush the primer into the fabric using span wise strokes. This is the 
first coat so do not try to fill the weave completely with this first coat. If you 
do you will have runs inside the fabric and just in general make a big mess. 
Repeat this process using cross coats until the fabric weave is filled. This 
will take 3 to 4 coats. Be sure to let the paint dry well before each 
application. If you use nice even brush strokes there will be no need to sand 
before final paint application. The FLOETROL will help the paint flow out 
into the fabric and be self-leveling. It also adds flexibility to the paint. Minor 
brush stokes are acceptable to me but you make you own decision about 
sanding. Preparation is the key to a great final finish. No short cuts here. 
 
STEP 6 
 
Using ENTERPRISE GLOSS POLYURETHANE OIL BASE ENAMEL 
and a 4" WIDE 1" DIAMETER WHITE FOAM PAINT ROLLER roll the 
first coat of finish color onto the fabric. The finish will be much smoother if 
you put the paint on a smooth surface to apply it to the roller. I used wax 
paper taped to a smooth surface. Remember that you are not trying to apply 
the complete finish coat in one step. Roll the paint out to a nice even coat 
and when the paint begins to tack stop rolling. The urethane paint will self 
level as it begins to cure. All you are doing here is to apply the paint evenly 
and get most of the air bubbles out of the finish color. Time between coats 
will be about 24 hours depending on humidity. The finish color will take 2 to 
3 coats depending upon the color you choose. You should have a very glossy 
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finish. 
 
STEP 7 
 
After the paint has cured for at least a week, clean the painted surface and 
wipe on a coat of SON OF A GUN PROTECTANT or similar to 
protect the paint and give the surface some UV protection. I clean my paint 
job often and keep a coat of this protectant on at all times. 
The paint samples that I have done over the years have spent their entire 
time out door in all kinds of weather in the state of Indiana. This system 
seems to hold up well and still look good after all of this abuse. Please do 
your own samples and satisfy your self as to your technique and results. Best 
of luck and happy aviating. 
 
 
 
 
LIST OF SUPPLIERS AND MATERIALS 
 
LOWE'S HARDWARE STORE 
WOOD SEALER MINWAX CLEAR SHIELD POLYURETHANE WOOD 
SEALER 
LATEX PRIMER ENTERPRISE BRAND LATEX PRIMER IN WHITE  
LATEX CONDITIONER FLOETROL BRAND LATEX PAINT 
CONDITIONER 
FINAL COLOR ENTERPRISE BRAND POLYURETHANE OIL BASED 
ENAMEL 
SOLVENT MEK 
ROLLER 4X1" WHITE FOAM PAINT ROLLERS 
 
  

Center Section Covering 

             This detail is very important! This aircraft will not fly without the 
center section covered. Using some of the hardware store flashing you have 
left over, measure and cut a piece to cover the holes between the wings, 
above and below the wing attach tube. Leave enough material to wrap 
around the leading edge, and overlap the wings by one inch on either side. 
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and attach with pop rivets to the lower piece. Make cutouts for the aileron 
controls on the top piece. Once the top piece is covered, secure to the wings 
by drilling 1/8” holes through the flashing, into the cap strips on the 
innermost ribs. Space the holes 2” apart. Then use #30 PK screws dipped in 
epoxy to secure the flashing. Now take the leading edge of the flashing and 
wrap around the leading edge of the wings, and pop rivet to the piece you 
made for the bottom (1” spacing for rivets). Secure the bottom piece the 
same way you did the top piece.  
 

Engine Choices 

          The Affordaplane was originally designed with a Rotax 277. With the 
weight of the test pilot being 240 pounds, and carrying a ballistic, it was not 
enough power. I recommend an engine with at least 35 horsepower, and 
weighing not over 80 pounds. You can choose from a rotax 377, 447, 1/2 vw 
(watch the weight and hp on these) a 2SI 35 hp, or a Kawasaki 440. The 
plans show an engine mount for the Rotax 447.  
 

Weight and balance 
 

          If there is one thing that is extremely important to building and flying 
an airplane, it is weight and balance. The basic process involves leveling and 
weighing the aircraft and doing some simple math to find the Center of 
Gravity. The weight positions which must be taken are the most forward CG, 
and the most rearward CG. 
 
Useful Terms and Definitions 
 
Center of Gravity (CG): the point about which an aircraft would balance if it 
were possible to suspend it at that point. It is the mass center of the aircraft 
or the theoretical point at which the entire weight of the aircraft is assumed 
to be concentrated. 
 
Center of Gravity Range: the distance between the forward and aft c.g. Iimits 
 
Maximum Gross Weight: Maximum allowable weight of the aircraft and its 
contents authorized for takeoff as determined by design limits 
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datum line: an imaginary vertical plane or line from which all measurements 
of arm are taken. The datum on this aircraft is located at the forward most 
face of the vertical upright motor mount tube. After the datum is selected all 
moment arms and the c.g. range must be computed with reference to that 
point. 
 
Empty Weight: The empty weight of an aircraft includes all operating 
equipment that has a fixed location and is normally carried in the aircraft and 
any other parts or equipment which are required for flight and are installed 
in the aircraft. Full oil and residual fuel (that remains in the lines and tanks 
but is not available to the engine) are included in the empty weight. 
 
Arm (or Moment Arm): The horizontal distance, in inches, from the datum 
to the center of gravity of an item. A plus (+) arm indicates the item is 
located aft of the datum. A minus (-) arm indicates the item is located 
forward of the datum. 
 
Moment: Moment is the product of a weight (in pounds) multiplied by its 
arm (in inches). 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MAC): The mean chord of the wing.  For weight 
and balance purposes, it is used to determine the CG range of the aircraft. 
The mean aerodynamic chord of the Affordaplane is 60” (includes ailerons) 
station: a location in the aircraft which is identified by a number designating 
its distance in inches from the datum. The datum is therfore identified as 
zero and the station and arm are usually Identical. 
 
Weight and Balance Procedures 
 
1     Make sure that the aircraft has everything on board that should be in 
place for finding the most forward CG, and most rearward CG. All of these 
measurements should be taken with pilot onboard. For the most forward CG, 
fill the fuel tank to full capacity. For the most rearward CG, place one half 
gallon in the tank.  Move the aircraft inside a closed building to conduct the 
weight and balance measurements. Place the aircraft on three scales (one 
under each wheel). The scales under the mains must be capable of accurately 
weighing up to 250 pounds each. The main wheel scales should be level 
with one another so that the aircraft will be level laterally. If the aircraft is 
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not level laterally, place shims under the main wheel on the low side until it 
is level. Position a sturdy stand under the tailwheel with a scale between the 
stand and the wheel. Adjust the height of the stand until the airplane is level. 
Use an accurate bubble level on the fuselage floor tubing to verify that the 
aircraft is level. 
 
2. With the aircraft level and all fixed equipment installed, record the scale 
readings. Make sure to deduct any shims used to level the aircraft.  
3. With the aircraft still level, drop a plumb line from the leading edge of the 
wing at the root just outboard of the wing root fairing) and mark the floor at 
this point. A piece a masking tape and a fine-point marker work well for 
making the marks on the floor. Repeat this on the other side. Similarly, mark 
the floor at the points directly below the center of the axles of the three 
wheels. Roll the aircraft out of the way. Using a chalk line, make a line on 
the floor between the two datum points. With a carpenter's square, make a 
perpendicular chalk line from the nose/tailwheel axle mark to the datum line 
and perpendicular lines from the main gear axle marks to the dawm line. 
Measure as accurately as possible along the perpendicular lines between the 
axle marks and the datum line and record the dimensions below (in 
decimals, not fractions). 
 
4. Compute the aircraft MOMENT by multiplying each scale reading by its 
ARM.  
 
5. Now that you know the most forward CG, and most rearward CG, 
and the moment of the aircraft, divide the moment by the weight to obtain 
the moment-inches from the datum.  
 

Weight and balance worksheet      
 
(these figures are representative only! Record your own numbers to get 
accurate results). 

Item                  weight      X     arm     =       moment 
 
main gear           219                  26               5694 
pilot                   170                  38               6460 
tail                      35                   170              5950 
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fuel                     30                   60                1800 
                                                                                   
totals:                454                  296               19904 
 
Results:  
Center of Gravity: total moment/ total weight = 43.84” 
The wing leading edge is 26” from the datum. The allowable CG range is: 
25% MAC + 26” = 41” 
30% MAC + 26” = 44” 
 
 

Flying 

The Affordaplane is a taildragger. You will at least need to get checked out 
in a two seat ultralight taildragger, (which is best) or are signed off for solo 
in a certified aircraft like an Aeronca Champ or similar. It is best, if you 
have no flight time at all, to let your instructor know what you intend to do, 
and FOLLOW what he or she says. There are no shortcuts to getting 
proficient in any aircraft. A taildragger requires more attention on landing 
and taking off than a tricycle gear aircraft, but is fairly easy to master. The 
Affordaplane flies at slow speeds, and has generous surfaces for positive 
control. She was designed to be stable in all flight regimes, with no 'bad 
habits'. Absolutely no aerobatics should be attempted with this aircraft! 
 
 
 

And Finally... 

          You know, as I sit here writing these final lines, I know it is not the 
end of the project. It is only the beginning. This has been an incredible 
experience for me. I have met many people that will remain friends for a life 
time. You will too. The response to the Affordaplane has been tremendous, 
and I thank all of you for the chance to share the thrill of building and flying 
your own dream machine.  
          There will be days you will not want to look at an airplane. Days 
when your workshop is cluttered, and it feels like nothing is getting done. 
But rest assured, the day will come, if you keep at it, that you will be 
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finished, and she will be sitting at the airport, waiting for you. Then you can 
join the small rank of people who can proudly proclaim, “yes, I did build my 
own airplane!” So let me be the first to have the honor of congratulating  
you, on this wonderful achievement.  
 

Congratulations!!! You did it!!!!! 

Best Regards, 
 
Dave Edwards                 
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